


















Servers with Hyper Converged Infrastructure (HCI) solutions for Data
Center at IIPS

Bill of Materials

Sr. No. Particular Quantity
1 HCI Node: 1 * 16-core processor, 64GB * 8 DDR4 RAM, 2 * 3.8TB

SSD disks, 2 * 18TB SATA HDDs, 2 * 10G Base T Ethernet ports,
and dual power supply.
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2 HCI Software: The HCI software includes a hypervisor and
management software featuring micro segmentation and encryption at
rest.
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Implementation Timelines & Penalties:
Successful bidder has to complete the Installation/ Commissioning/ Complete Migration/Acceptance /
Training of the ordered work within the time period (s) specified in the below table. However, in case
of any delay solely on the part of successful bidder TENDERER reserve the right to levy the appropriate
penalties as per the below table:

S/N. Work type Time Limit for
Execution

Penalty for Delay Maximum
Penalty

1 Supply of the material
including Licenses & OEM
Warranty Certificate.

T+45 days from the
date of issuance of
work order.

0.5% of order value of
delayed/pending work
per week or part thereof

10%

2 Final Acceptance and
Testing (FAT)

T+30 days 0.5% of order value of
delayed/pending work
per week or part thereof

10%

3 Timeline for Resolution /
Complaint

-- Rs. 1000/- day. Rs. 20000/-

Note:
 Material supply, installation, Complete Migration and commission as per this Bid/contract should
be covered under the warranty for a period of five years from the date of FAT.

 T= Date of issuance of work order / LOI.
 In case of any fault arises in the installed items during the warranty period of five years, bidder is
requiring to either repair the faulty items or have to install the replacement (complying to the RFP
specification) for faulty material without any additional cost to the Tenderer.

Operational Penalty:
 Timeline for resolution is within 24 hours from date of call logged / reported to OEM. If the
successful bidder fails to resolve the call as specified above, penalty will be imposed on each delayed
day for 2000 Rs / Day, which will be recovered against Performance bank guarantee submitted by
the successful bidder on completion of warranty period.

Final Acceptance Test: To be carried out based on followings but not limited to:
 After successful installation of the System in accordance with the requirements as mentioned in
Schedule of Requirement, Final Acceptance Test will be conducted. After successful testing,
Acceptance Test Certificate will be issued by ICT team/its designated agency to the successful
bidder.

 The date on which Acceptance certificate is issued shall be deemed to be the date of successful
commissioning of the System. Warranty and licenses should be valid for period of 5 years from the
date of issuance of Final Acceptance Certificate (FAT).

 Any delay by the successful bidder in the Acceptance Testing shall render the successful bidder
liable to the imposition of appropriate Penalties.



Product Compliance:
 Bidder shall also obtain the five year OEM premium support (ATS/AMC) on all licensed software,

hardware and other equipment for providing OEM support during the warranty period.
 Bidder shall provide the performance warranty in respect of performance of the installed hardware

and software to meet the performance requirements and service levels in the bid.
 Offered OEM’s products must have the presence in last 3 years at IITs/NITs/IIITs/TIFR/IISc etc.
[Copy of Purchase Orders with completion certificate and Reference contact details to be attached]

In the technical bid section of GEM, the bidder is required to upload following documents;
1. Brochure and OEM Compliance of the Offered product on OEM Letterhead.
2. BOQ with part-code on OEM letterhead for Link Load balancer as well as other software and/or

hardware components required to complete the solution.
3. Compliance of the SOW, SLA and Payment terms etc. as uploaded as part of the GEM Bid on

bidder’s letterhead.
4. Undertaking as per guidelines published by Ministry of Finance, Dept. of Expenditure, Public

Procurement division dated 23.07.2020 in the given format by Bidder as well as OEM.



1. Hyper Converged Infrastructure for Data Center with support for 5
years.

Sr.No. Features Description Compliance
(Yes/No)

General Specs

1. The solution is expected to deliver an end-to-end hyper-converged
appliance with software capable of offering enterprise-class
compute and storage services. It should leverage the latest x86
server infrastructures, employing an integrated approach that
combines Compute, Network, Storage, and Management
technologies. Importantly, this solution should operate
independently, eliminating the need for a separate Storage Area
Network (SAN) and associated components like SAN Switches and
HBAs.

2. All the components of HCI shall be fully factory integrated
appliance and ready for fast deployment. The product must come
licensed for both hardware and all necessary software required for
the proposed solution from day one, adhering to the provided
technical specifications.

3. Fully Software Defined Hyperconverged Infrastructure
Appliance/Technology (Compute, Storage and Management).
Technology must be software defined, so that the technology is all
integrated and cannot be broken out into separate components of
Server and functional Storage on its own.

4. The Appliance/Technology should be independent of any hardware
dependencies to facilitate the Hyper-Converged Solution.

5. The proposed solution must feature a single, browser-based
management console capable of managing various aspects,
including but not limited to VM, SDS, Replication, Backup & DR,
Files NAS, Micro segmentation, Updates, and Upgrades.

Sizing and Requirement:

6. Core, RAM and Storage Requirement:
OEM/ Bidder need to propose the solution with minimum Intel-
Xeon-Silver Proc. 2.4 GHz or above with Total availability of 48
cores or more, 1500 GB RAM and 30 TB or more useable Storage
i.e. (1.5 TB SSD + 28.5 TB NL-SAS) without any deduplication
and compression. The storage should support dedup compression.
Caching must be redundant in nature and failure of single SSD
must not consider as a node failure.

Software-Defined Storage (SDS) Features:

7. SDS Feature: The proposed solution must be hypervisor and cloud
agnostic, supporting Native Hyper-V, ESXi, AHV for future
investment protection, and enabling migration from the mentioned
hypervisors. Bidders are required to submit the public URL
document pertaining to this requirement.

8. SDS Feature: The HCI cluster must be equipped with a minimum
of 30TB usable disk capacity, utilizing a combination of SSD, NL-



SAS or SAS drives. This 30TB capacity requirement should be met
without factoring in any data reduction features such as
deduplication or compression. Additionally, the proposed solution
should have the capability to automatically rebuild data in the event
of a node failure.

9. SDS Feature: The proposed usable storage should be calculated
considering an FTTR=1 and RF=2 configuration.

10. SDS Feature: The proposed HCI Solution must include a redundant
cache disk for each node. These HCI nodes should support Cache
Drives for both caching purposes and storing VM data. A failure in
the cache drive should not result in the entire node failing. Each
node must have redundant Cache Drives, with a minimum
specification of 2 x 1.92 TB enterprise-class solid-state drives.

11. SDS Feature: The HCI solution should support scaling the hyper-
converged nodes, allowing for the addition of compute-only nodes,
storage-only nodes, or mixed nodes combining CPU and storage
resources.
The SDS Solution must support both Hybrid and All-flash nodes
within the same cluster, as IIPS plans to incorporate all-flash nodes,
NVMe, or SSDs in the future within the same cluster..

12. SDS Feature: The proposed HCI solution should support a
minimum of one node failure without affecting or degrading
production services or usable resources for end-user applications.
The solution must be designed to avoid any single points of failure
(NSPOF).

13. SDS Feature: The proposed HCI solution should support scalability
up to 64 hyper-converged nodes (combining Compute and Storage)
or more within a single cluster. Additionally, the proposed
appliance must include N+1 redundant power supplies and cooling
fans.

14. SDS Feature: The proposed HCI solution should allow for the
future addition of nodes with different CPU models of the same
architecture and memory capacity/configuration within the same
cluster.

15. SDS Feature: The solution must be plugin less in the Hypervisor
for HCI management. No additional plugin need to be installed.
Management console must on all the known browser like Google
Chrome, Firefox and IE.

16. SDS Feature: The proposed HCI Solution must be hardware OEM
agnostic, capable of running on hardware from any known OEM.

17. SDS Feature: The HCI solution should support linear scaling of
Compute and Storage capacity and performance by adding nodes.
Existing VMs should benefit from the enhanced storage
performance and capacity resulting from the addition of new HCI
nodes. Additionally, for improved performance and availability,
data distribution across HCI nodes for a VM should be possible.

18. SDS Feature: The solution must automatically rebalance data to
ensure balanced storage utilization across the HCI nodes. When
scaling up or out the storage capacity, the HCI nodes should



automatically redistribute data equally across all nodes without
requiring VM migration. Additionally, the solution should support
data locality for running VMs to enhance performance and prevent
network congestion.

19. SDS Feature: The proposed solution must include Storage DRS,
capable of automating storage rebalancing and determining the
optimal placement for a VM during creation or prolonged usage.

OS/Virtualization:

20. Virtualization: The HCI Solution should be implemented using
leading virtualization software (hypervisor) that operates directly
on bare metal, providing functionalities such as High Availability,
DRS, Affinity, and Anti-Affinity for the VMs.

21. Virtualization : In the proposed HCI Solution, the Hypervisor
should prioritize storage and network access by continuously
monitoring the I/O load of storage volumes and the network. It
should dynamically allocate available I/O resources to virtual
machines based on business needs.

22. Virtualization: The proposed solution must be hypervisor-agnostic
and support a minimum of two hypervisors (Hyper-V, ESXi, or
AHV) to safeguard IIPS' investments. As IIPS might consider
different hypervisors for Disaster Recovery (DR) in the future, the
proposed HCI solution should seamlessly integrate and replicate
within a multi-hypervisor environment..

23. Virtualization: The virtualization software should dynamically
allocate and balance computing capacity across aggregated
collections of hardware resources, forming a unified resource pool.
It should offer optional control over the movement of virtual
machines, allowing restrictions on VMs to operate only on selected
physical hosts (affinity / anti-affinity).

Performance:

24. Performance: The proposed HCI cluster must maintain an average
cluster latency of less than 7ms.

25. Data locality and performance: The proposed HCI Solution should
maintain a primary copy of the data stored locally on the
Server/Node to facilitate faster read and write operations.
Additionally, a secondary copy must be distributed across other
available HCI Nodes at any given point in time.

26. The overall cluster must be capable of delivering a minimum of
60,000 IOPS with an 80/20 Read/Write ratio and an 8KB block
size. Additionally, licenses for deduplication and compression must
be provided on day one.

Monitoring, Reporting, alert and remediation:

27. Monitoring & Reporting : The solution shall have single dashboard
for
1. VM – CPU, Memory, RAM, IOPS, network Latency.
2. Storage Latency Monitoring.



3. The solution must have alerts and notification, which can be
integrated to NMS or SNMP for sending the alerts and Events to
external Monitoring solution.
4. Micro segmentation and Files Solution.

28. Alerts & Capacity Runaway: Proposed HCI should have support
Realtime Analytics on Health of the storage, Hardware.

Business Continuity Plan and Data Protection

29. Solution should have No Single Point of Failure with complete
redundancy at all levels considering Fault-tolerant recovery time
(FTTR)=1 with RAID- 1(Mirroring) Performance or RF=2 and
solution should be sized to support data & cluster availability in
event of one Node Failure (N+1).
capable of providing zero data loss, minimum downtime of VMs
from day one within the same cluster.

30. Backup : The proposed HCI Solution must include an inbuilt,
unlimited snapshot-level backup solution that doesn't impact VM
performance.

31. Replication: The proposed HCI Solution should support
synchronous and asynchronous replication between the Primary
HCI Cluster and the DR Node/Cluster in the future.
The quoted solution must offer VM-level or Native Storage
replication from a Primary site to establish an effective Disaster
Recovery (DR) Site strategy. It should support both Sync (0 Min
RPO in the future) and Async (1-hour RPO from day 1). A public
URL link needs to be provided for validating these features.

Security

32. Micro segmentation/SDN: The solution should support a stateful
distributed firewall such that the firewalling for Virtual Machines
can be provided closest to the application within the server itself
without traffic going to a Physical Firewall.

33. Micro segmentation/SDN: The solution should support integration
of third-party network and security solutions through open
architecture and standard APIs. The bidder shall provide a list of
ecosystem vendors that integrate with the framework.

34. Micro segmentation/SDN:
The solution should support Micro segmentation to control the
East-West Traffic between the VMs. It must have feature like:
3a. Isolation Policy
3b. App Policy to define the port need to be open within the
application group (Web- app and DB etc)
3c. the Micro segmentation must have a support for packet
encapsulation like VXLAN /GENEVE.

35. Data-at-Rest Encryption: The Solution must have data at rest
encryption natively, in case the solution require 3rd part Hardware
KMS solution bidder need to provide the same in HA

Licensing



36. Software Licenses - The proposed hypervisor should support
Distributed Resource Scheduling and Distributed Networking right
from day one.
The HCI licenses quoted must be portable to other Hardware OEM
and there should not be restriction on license portability, IIPS in
future can leverage other Hardware OEM as well.

37. Proposed HCI must have following license including but not
limited to Virtualization / Management console / VM Base
Replication for unlimited VM with 1 HR RPO/ Compression and
Deduplication, VM Cloning, HA, vMotion, DRS and Operation
Management.

Warranty & Support

38. The offering must include a comprehensive five-year on-site 24/7
warranty, accompanied by OEM backend support for both the
supplied hardware and software. The warranty period shall
commence from the date of successful completion and acceptance
of the entire offered solution.

Nic Card

39. Should have Dual Port - 10GbE

Deployment

40. Commissioning, Installation and deployment of HCI solution is to
be done by bidder.

41. Bidder should consider and provide required Microsoft OS for
Virtual Instances in consultation with IIPS.

Training

42. Bidder to provide training on HCI and its documentation.

Migration

43. The bidder should assist IIPS in migrating the existing
infrastructure to the new one.

Patches

44. The bidder is expected to assist IIPS with the future upgrade of
patches during the specified warranty period.



<<On letterhead of Bidder>>

Sub : Undertaking as per Office Memorandum No.: F. No.6/18/2019-PPD dated
23.07.2020 published by Ministry of Finance, Dept. of Expenditure, Public
Procurement division.

Ref: Bid Number:-------------------------------------------------------

I have read the clause regarding restriction on procurement from a bidder of a country which shares a
land border with India. I certify that we as a bidder and quoted product from following OEMs are not
from such a country or, if from such a country, these quoted products OEM has been registered with
competent authority. I hereby certify that these quoted product & its OEM fulfills all requirements in
this regard and is eligible to be considered for procurement for Bid number_______________________

No. Item Category Quoted Make & Model

In case I’m supplying material from a country which shares a land border with India, I will provide
evidence for valid registration by the competent authority; otherwise IIPS/End user Dept. reserves the
right to take legal action on us.

(Signature)

Authorized Signatory of M/s << >>


